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Field Analysis of Continuous Beam on Elastic Support 

by 

Takeshi Oshiro*， Naohiko Tokashiki** 

1. Introduction 

Continuous beams are common structural systems in Civil Engineering and are considered 

to be important since many structural systems admit of the idealization as a continuous beam 

on elastic supports. 

百lereexist various analyses for the system being used conventionally for design purposes. 

However， this paper intends to propose more rational techniques where fmite difference 

calculus is applied directly. The mathematical model forms a set of difference equations for 

which closed form or numerical solutions are obtained for several illustrative examples. 

Field analysis of continuous beams with rotational restraints and non-displacement on the 

supports has been presented by the same authors(9).百usis the extension of the previous 

work to apply for more general cases. The numerical technique called as the walk-through 

method is illustrated for an example and the general technique of the method is presented in 

the fol1owing appendix. 

百lemain purpose of this paper is to introduce fmite discrete techniques in the structural 

analysis and the techniques are verified by comparing the numerical results of the two different 

methods. 

2. Governing Equations 
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For a general illustration， the continuous beam shown in Fig. 1 is considered， which takes 
account of two types of the spring constant. Equilibrium of a typical interior support shown in 

Fig. 2 requires the following equations as 
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(1) 。M ~ + M ~ - M ~ + Ja8a = 

V~ - vも+ P~ - CαWα= (2) 。

信工、 ~9111 ..A 
弓)(釦〈戸

Equilibrium at Typical Support 

組 dCa are rotational and compression (or tension) spring， respectively. M~ and 

are equivalent applied jo泊tmoment and force， respectively， that is， actual applied joint 

load minus the result of flXed end joint loads. Fixed end loads are those due to mid-span loads 

when joint deformations are zero， which are written as 

Fig.2 

where Ja 

P~ 

(3) M~ =M ~- M~-M t 

P~ = P~ - V~ - V ~ (4) 

where M~ 叩d P~ 

end loads. 

General force-deformation relations for the member connecting between the support at 

(α 一1)and one at (α) are written as(2) 

予:and V~ are fixed MJ， MJ denote ac加aljoint loads and 

(5 a， b) 
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， and the difference operators are defined as follows; where， k.=EI/L. 

.11，，" = 1，軒11 - 1， '" = (E-1)I，α 

17 1，，" =ん-1，α-11 = (1-e-1)I，創
( 7α. b， c， d) 

尺f".= 1，酎11 + 11m = (E+1)I，α 

¥l1f'Q) 1，，" + l，a-l' = (1 +E-1)I，α 
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百lecoefficients， ba & Yα， are defined for general cases(2). However， this paper assumes血e

members as prismatic and， therefore， the coefficients， bo: & 1'0:， take 2 and 3; respectively. 

Substitution of the force-deformation relations， Eqs. (5 a， b) & (6 a， b)，加to甘le

equilibrium equations， Eqs. (1) & (2) yields the following equations as 

ん 18川 (2f.川 2+ι 断。引-41青山
ρa+ 1 

3 ka什

+τ~Wa-3語。+3Wト 1 Mg 
JJa令 1

( 8) 

一安780Hー(合一 1)8a+ 8a-， +τ7んー(~ÍÍ'a了十 2+ 川α+ 2 Wa-I = -P~ (9) 
- ， 2ka+， 

.- ka+l ^ Laφ Wa _ 
Kα-+ I = ----;;-;- f:J a+ I =τ7'工τ=Wa' 

J'-iL  Ate一旦.L. p"" = L~P; . 。= bka m a - bka' 'a - yabαka ' 
C'~= ~延L

a- Yabakα 

It will be noticed白紙 theequations above， Eqs. (8).&ω)， form a set of the second order 

difference equations with variable coefficients. If one considers a regular continuous beam .on 

equidistant supports， where flexural rigidity of aU members and the sp出19sat interior supports 

take constant values， Eqs. (8) & (9) b民 omea set of the second order difference equations with 

constant coefficients as 

(9+ 2 YーJ')8αー 2Y Wa. =刃g (1(1 

-2BI1+(29-C)伝。=-Þ~ (11) 

where debla， II ， and m叫ta，B ， denote the second central and the mean difference 

operators， respectively， defined as 

Fん=110+1¥ー 2ん +]，a-， 
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Eqs. (9) & (10) are the governing equations for the re伊larcontinuous beam組 dthe 

solutions for general boundary conditions are feasible， which are the logical extension of也is

work. 

3. Boundary Conditions 

Similar to the equilibrium at interior supports， the equ血briumsat both the extremities 

shown in Fig. 3 & 4 require the following equations as 

at α=  0， 

M~+ Jo8o- M~ = 0 (13) 

V~- CoWo+ P~ = 0 (14) 

and， at α=M， 

Mt.+ J，，8，，-Ml， = 0 (15) 

-vt.-CM~九十 Pl， = 0 (16) 
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Fig.3 
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Equilibrium at Boundary α=M 

where .Jo， J..， Co， and C.. aretherotationalsp出19constraints atα=0， M， compression (or 

tension) sp血 gconstraints atα=0， M， respectively. 

Substitution of Eqs. (5a， b) & (1句， b)泊toEqs. (13)， (14)， (15)&(16) I yields the. 
following equations as 

at α= 0， 

at a =M， 

37;;， = 3k， 
"A， (h + (.2 k， +J~) 00一一一w+一一一=Mg 

β 1β 1  

2 k，w ，2 k， • ~. ，w k ，~ k， 
~~lWI ー (一寸ー!....+C~)WO - ~"IOI- ':IOO = -p~ ß~ .. I ¥ p~ 。 β12β1

(27;;..+ J" + "A.O"-I -3 k..-， -3 k..耽，+許旦百川=れ
μ"-1 

k"n . k"n ，2k". _.，- 2k，，_ ~ EffけがM→-¥石斗C:.)Wけ瓦WM-'=一月

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

where， k， =β1 = 1 ， and other coefficients are similar to ones defmed previously. 

For the regular continuous beam mentioned， the boundary conditions， Eqs. (17)， (18)， 

(19) & (20) become the following equations as 

(21) (.1+H]'o)Oo-Y.1 Wo =M8 
α=0， at 

(2.1-C)院-2 NOo=-pg (22) 

and， at α=M， (y-17 +J'，，)O，，-yf1 WM=MJi (23) 

ー (2f1 +C，，)丸十 3問。M=一月 (24) 

where the boundary constraints， Co， C... J'o & J:' are not necessary to be s釘neas ones 

defmed at interior supports， C & J'. The first order difference operators are defmed previously 

叩 dare shown泊 Eqs.(7 a， b， c， d) . 

4. Modification of Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions 

Goveming equations and boundary conditions for the regular continuous beam are 

obtained， which are a set of the similtaneous second and first order difference equations. It w出

be understood that series solutions are the most convenient way of solving these equations 
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'rather than finding the solutions direct1y. Therefore， the following procedure in find泊g

solutions is to choose the trigonometric series to be capable of describing the particular 

deformed shape. Since trigonometric series is a function whose behavior is well known， it wil1 

be the type of the function to be used in the following method， where proper use of the 

orthogonality properties is essential. 

Close study of these properties， Eqs. (33 a， b) ， shows that the range of the summation 

with respect to a extends from α= 0 toα=M， that is， the extension over both the 
boundaries. Genera1ly， governing equations are considered to be effective on1y at interior 

supports. The following technique is different in the general concept since it takes account of 

governing equations including at both boundaries in order to make use of proper orthogonali-

ties. Boundary conditions are to be modified accordingly. 

Structural systems with general boundary conditions are analyzed by the first author with 

the application of modification parameters(8)， which enables ones the find closed form Fourier 

series solutions. 

百四 governing equations， Eqs. (10) & (11) are modified as 

(!Y+2'1+J')ゐ+'18w.-M!i-A.og-A3O::= 0 .(25) 

(2 9-C')石α- f)a+ P~- ~Ô~- X:Ô~ = 0 (26) 

which are valid over α= 0，1，2，…， M -1 . M. and Kronecker delta function is defined as 

αキα。
B20= 

α=αo 

Since the goveming equations are extended over both boundaries at α= 0， and α=M. 

the exact1y same equations should be subtracted from the boundary conditions obtained in 

Eqs. (21). (22). (23) & (24). For instance， the boundary conditions atα= 0， are m odified as 

S. 

(.1 + HJ~) f)o-'1.1 Wo -M~ 一 I( ，17+ 2 r+J') f)o 

-'18 Wo-Mg-A. I = (V -HJ~-J' ) f)o+ '1VWο 

+λ.-0 (27) 

(2.1 -C~)Wo -2N f) o + ]5g-I( 29- C' )Wo-8f)o+戸g -À21

=(2V-C~+ C' )Wo -2Nf)o+'X2=0 (28) 

Simi1ar1y， one obtains the modified boundary conditions atα=M as 

(-'1-.1 +J.，-J') f)M+ '1.1 w.. + A，= 0 (28) 

(2.1+C"-C')W，， +2 Nf)，，+A‘= 0 (29) 

Closed Fonn Solutions 

Therefore， the problem is reduced to find the solutions to satis命themodified equations， 
Eqs. (25)ー(30). In order to solve the above equations， the following series are assumed 

.，+. 唱。α =工f)，.COSA..(α+す
m_O L. 

，，+. 
W. = 工 Wmsinふ (α++.._0 ゐ

(31仏 b)
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here A..=一旦互ー
M+l 

百leextemalloads are also expanded into the s泊li1arseries as 
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(32a， b) 
M..cosλ..(α+す)

凡山 λ司 (α+す)
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百leEuler coefficients， M罵&P.， are obtained by using the following orthogonality 

properties as 

(33a， b) 
三cosλ.(α+ ! )cosλπ(α+よ)=笠土l_ó'~2 ' ~~~ "n ，-， 2' 2世m

M+1 土一一~ó';:'
2伽

-:; 1 .u "  nπ 
where， o.. = 1 -2 凡， ぬ=1-2o'量へん=証工l'and n = 0 ， 1，…， M. 

Giving the specific examples of expanding extemalloads into finite Fourier series， one 

considers arbitrarily placed unit joint loads which are represented by Kronecker delta functions 

M • 

L sin λ..(α+す)cosAn(α+去)=a-o G ~ 

P:=ao =M:_αo =8go as 

Then， the Euler coefficients of the assumed series become 

(34 a， b) 

R2#m  
z 一一一一 sinλ調 (α。+τ)M+ 1 ':>UI#¥m ¥U Q I 2 

2O鯛 'M.. =一一一，cosA.. (α。+よ)
M十 1

Substi旬tingthe series solutions， Eqs.(31 a， b) & (32a， b)， into the goveming equations， 

Eqs. (25)・& (26) ，組dmultiplying cos λη(α+を) and sin入π(α+を) ，respectively ， one 

obtains the following equations in a matrix form， where the proper orthogonalities are applied; 

(35) 

= [ヱト[~] づ:A..] [ニl

Suhstitution of EqS.(31 a， b)， into the modified boundary conditions， Eqs. (27)， (28)， (29) 

& (30)， yields the following equations as 

Eら=4(∞sA..-1)-C' A.=2(cosλm一1)+2:r+J'where 

(36 a， b， c， d) 

2仇-，- A.. 
C剣=一一一一1λICOST-+A，cosA..(M十一)1M + 1 ，..， ~~~ 2 
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2 o. " _，_ A.. -，-_， _， 1.. ， 1 
D.=一一一|λ2sm--=一+A.sinA..(M +ム)M +  l' .-. 2 

'<+1 

+L 2:rs寸w.+x，=0 L(一川ムーj')cos争・

-Z2co中・ +;(44+C)S巾ん0
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and， atα=M 

" +， 
2~(2M+1)MH  2sin mπsin 't+(一 川M-J)cos--h18427mms寸 W..+-x;= 0 
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Solving Eq. '(35)， one obtains the Euler coefficients which include the parameters， 1" 1.， 
A3 & 1.. Substitution of these coefficients into Eqs. (31 a， b) & (38 a， b) yields the 

summation equations with respect to index m， from which白eparameters are obtained. 

For a more efficient treatment， general problems are unfolded泊tothe following two 

cases; 

(a)' Symmetric ease where symmetric displacements with respect to M/2 are assumed， while 

rotations釘 eanti-symmetric，也atis， 

W，，，， =W'M-，，， & 8，a，=-8'M-a， 

(b) Anti匂 mme凶.cc蹴 wherethe following relations are assumed as 

Wゆ =-W，N-ω & 8，a，=8'Mω 

Qnly the fIISt ca鈴 isdiscussed in detail姐ncethe second cぉec叩 betreated by the鈎rne

procedures. For the first case， extemallmtds are placed as 

pe(町)=pe(M一向)= Sg・& Me (α，)=-Me(M一向)=Sg' 

From the boundary conditions， one can obtain easily the relations as 1， = -13佃 dX，=1.， 

which are represented by )J and 1# ， respectively. 
Matrix formulations are made to derive the solution as follows; Eq. (34) becomes 

[E.][X.]=[F ，，]+[G，，][AS
] (39) 

where， m takes only even numbers i.e.， m = 0， 2，4，…， M(or M+ 1) 

rA鍵 -'l'Sinん1
[E..]=I "1 

lsin)". B鴛 j

A..and B規 areshown previously in Eqs. (36 a， b)， respectively. 

(40 a) 

in which， 

[X.]=[8" W..]T 

[F "]=[M，， -P，，]r 

(_i丘一色 。 、
[G.]=I M+ 1 ---2 I 

L 0 4仇 in)". 1 
1 厄工TS1n"2 ) 

(40 b， c， d， e) 

lÀSJ= [Å~ X打T

Eq. (39) is solved for the matrix [X..lωfollows; 

[X.]=[E.]-'[F ，，]+[E.]-'[G.][ど] (41) 
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The boundary conditions， Eqs. (37 a， b)， are rewritten by the following matrix as 

2川川 ニ [1J[ど] (42) 

where [T J = unit matqx 

r (川ι j')c寸 2ys吟)
[HmJ=1 [ (43) 

l-2COS} (4ーい )s寸)

Substitution of Eq. (41) into Eq. (42) yiel& the modification parameter， matrix， [̂'j ， 

as follows; 

[i.SJ=[ -[I J-L川刷

Eq. (44) gives a definite value of [i.'j. Substitution of the matrix， 1 ̂' j into Eq. (41) 

yields the matrix for the Euler coefficients， 8m & Wm ， by which series solutions， 

Eq. (31 a， b)， are calculated and the problem is solved. 

F or anti-symmetric cases， exactly s創neprocedures follow except the index m takes odd 

only. 

6. Numerical Example by Closed Fonn Solution 

As an illustration of the preceding symmetric case， the continuous beam shown in Fig. 5 

is considered. It has 10 spans with equal flexural rigidity.百lespring constraints， C & J'， are 

assumed to be same at all interior supports. However， the spring constraints， C~ & Jo， at the 

boundaries can be different from the interior's and they are assumed here as C~ =2 C and 

J~ =2 J' . Lateralloads and moments with unit magnitude are applied at the supportsα= 2&8. 

p~ = ò~ E2=δ3 

J~= 2 安1

こr'=1 
;:;;~=8金

すM=J'';

C~= 2 C'= 1 Cい =c~

家安 家 受凶愛 受
一門 8=α

ゑ 受家
α・0 2 、3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO(門=10)

し

Fig.5 Continuous Beam for Numerical Examples 

The numerical results are listed in Table 1. The values are substituted into the eq凶 ibrium

equations， Eqs.(10)， (11)， (21) & (22) for the verification and the results satisfy with negligible 

errors， from which one concludes the effectiveness of this method. 

百lematrix arithmetic of出ismethod requires only the size of 2 x 2 which is very small 

comparing with conventional methods. 

As the number of the support is increased， the size of the matrix is not varied， while only 

the summation with respect to index， m， is increased.百lIsis the most advantage of this method. 
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Table 1. Nun時ricalRe釦 ltsby Two Different Methods 

α=0 α=1 。=2 α=3 α=4 α=5 α=6 α=7 α=8 α=9 α-10 

Closed 。α 0.04823 0.21054 0.31387 -0.28403 ー0.12387 0.0∞∞ 0.12387 0.28403 -0.31387 -0.21054 .0.04823 
Fonn 
Solution w. O.∞510 0.13959 0.47670 0.30490 0.06667 O.∞378 。ω667 0.30490 0.47670 0.13950 O.∞510 

Wa1k. 8a 0.04823 0.21056 0.31388 -0.28404 ー0.12387 0 .. αxゅ4 0.12414 0.28548 -0.3ω11 -0.21147 -0.04955 
首、Z佃 gh
Me曲。d w. O.∞508 0.13959 0.47671 0.30490 。ω665 0.00381 O.“679 0.30574 0.48073 0.14299 0.00631 

7. Numerical Solutions by Walk.-through Method 

百lewa1k-through method is known as the most powerful technique to solve difference 

equations numerica1ly. However， no literature has shown the application of this method. The 

genera1 technique is shown in Appendix and the intention of this section is to demonstrate it 

and白einsights of the method will be obtained. 

百legoveming and boundary conditions are obtained for a genera1 cぉeand are shown in 

Eqs. (8)， ( 9)， (I7)， (18)， (19) & (20). To apply白ewalk伽 oughmethod， Eqs. (8) & ( 9 ) are 

solyed for the unknown functions with the highest order， Ba+' & Wa+' and the result is 

shown as いよ(ー(2町 -3sa+.
pg)十 Cii:a+.+ 4 + 3 sa +. + 2 j ~ ) B.α 

+ ( 2 + 3 sa + • ) 8a _. -3 ( 2 + 2βα 什 +sa"C'a)Wa+ 6 ( 1 +β~+l) W
a
+1 

れ.=詰7十(β0+1"Mó 一件IPg川~+l ka+l + 2β0.+1+ん +βα+lj占)8a 

叫ん+.+必+• ) Ba_. + ( ka+ • -2 s'a+ . -3β。+ . -ß'a . 】 c~) Wa 

+( 3ん +2凡 .)Wa_. ] 

(45) 

(46) 

To demonstrate the method， the following example is illustrated for a convenience， 

though the method does not require any limitations and is applied for genera1 cases. 

Numerical Example 

The same continuous beam used for也epreced担gana1ysis (Fig. 5) is considered to obtain 

solutions numerica1ly. Since the closed form solutions have been obtained for the same 

example， the comparisions of the results as shown table 1 are made to show the effectiveness. 

The coefficients， k. -7i1O叩ds.-fJ.o ，become one for this case百lespring constraints， 
c~ and Ja are constant for a = 1. "'， M -1， which are assumed to take the va1ues of one. 

百leextema1 loads釘 eapplied only at the supports a = 2， 8 with unit magnitude as of， 

& of， . Using the assumptions mentioned， Eqs. (45) & (46) become as follows; 

。α+'=108α+ 58a_.一15W，叶 12Wα1ー(2 Mg-3 Po) (47) 

Wa+. = 5 8a+ 28a-'ー 5W，α+5W.α1ー(Mg-pg)
(48) 

百leboundary conditions， where J~ =J.. =2 & G =C:' = 2 are assumed， become as 
follows; 
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atα=0 

and， atα=M 

20. +0， -3(W，-Wo)+ 20.= 0 

2(W，-Wo)+ 2Wo-O，-Oo= 0 

2 ~+~_ ，- 3(W..-W..-， i +2 ~= 0 

ー (W..-W..-，)-2W.. +~ +6い，=0 

The procedures are shown in the following steps; 

(49 a， b) 

( 50a， b) 

Step 1: T 0 detenn卸ethe particular solutions， one assumes the values of Of & W:-， 
which are鉛制medas or = 1/50 & wr = 1/60. Substitution of these values 

into the泊itialboundary conditions， Eqs. (49 a， b)， yields the values of ぷ&W: as 

or = 0.006154 & W:-= 0.001795. The values of 8o， or， W: & W; are substituted 

into Eqs. (47) & (48)， wnere (l is increased each time by one from α= 1 to 9.百四n，

particular solutions， 0:; - 0ら & W~'， -， W:~ are obtained， which are listed in Table 2. 

Step 2: Two kinds of hαnogeneous solutions are to be detennined corresponding to the 

number of the tenninal boundary conditions， which are denoted as O~' ， 8~' ， W~' & 

. Similar to出eprevious step， one assumes the values of O~' ， 8(" ，W，h1 & 

W~'. 官le values are assumed here as 8(" = 1/1∞， 8~' = 1/150， W~' = 1/150， 

W~' = 1/200. Substitution of 0(" & W~' into the initial homogeneous conditions， 

Eqs. (49 a， b)， yields the values of 83' & W~I 

If any external loads are applied at the boundary at a = 0，血ehomogeneous 

conditions replace the tenns due to the loads by zero. These values， OOBI， W~I ， ~I 

& w("， are substituted into the homogeneous govern泊gequations which take the 

exactly same fonns as Eqs. (47) & (48) except the tenns due to the loads， S~ & ~， 

are replaced by zero. Then， the values of 8~' ， -， 8~' & W~' ， ー ， W~' are detennined. 

Exactly鎗meprωedures mentioned above are followed to detennine the second 

homogeneous solutions， 03' ， ー ， ~J & W~' ， -， W:-"'， where 0(" = 1/150 and w(" 
= 1/2∞are assumed. 

百lecalculated values ofthe homogeneous solutions are listed in Table 2. 

Step 3: Once the particular and homogeneous solutions are calculated， then， the true 

solutions take the following fonns as 

8a= 8~+ C， 8~ ' + C， 8~' 

Wa=W~+CI 有志I+C， W~'

where， a = 0 ， 1 ，・H ・H ・， 10，for this example. 

(51 a， bJ 

To detennine the two constants， C， & C"one substitutes 8" 810， W， & WIO 

into the tenninal conditions， Eqs. (50 a， b)， from which C， and C， are solved as 

CI = 24.00838 & c， = -7.42870 

百len，Eqs. (51 a， b) give也esolutions at each support叩 dthe results are listed泊
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Table 2. 

The verification of these values can be made in comparision to the results obtained by 

the closed form solutions. The numerical values agree and other closely which ind.icates 

the effectiveness of this me出od.

O. 

w. 

Table 2. Numeriω1 Results by Walk-through Method 

a2 0 α= 1 a= 2 α=3 α-4 α= 5 α=6 a=7 α=8 a=9 αz 10 

Ifa 0.00615 0.02以)()O.∞231 0.75384 8.82845 ~7.82625 10.47130 321.64920 -1635.012 3320.787 6297.535 

8~ 1 O.∞231 0.0】αm0.01461 .0.06234 -0.48312 .1.41744 心.16674 18.07468 86.27042 160.8152 .399.4375 

8.α h' O.ω180 O.瓜泌67O.∞526 心.06177-035626 -0.83516 0.85399 15.07788 58.75993 72.73634 -443.1814 

。n 0.04823 0.21056 031388 .0.28404 -0.12387 0.0α)()4 0.12414 0.28548 -0.3ω11 -0.21147 .0.04955 

WE O.∞180 0.01667 0.03795 .0.05488 4.23793 凶1859057.04826 -5630293 -1020.548 3995.136 .5∞1.016 
W~ I O.飢拘26O.α>667 0.02256 0.01356 心.237511.28489 .2.81653 3.98%2 56.0ω19 207.4034 219.6453 

w.' 0.00039 O.∞5∞ 0.01385 心.飢>459-0.20609 .0.89733 .1.43212 5.27356 43.569∞ 132.4781 36.65579 

w. O.∞508 0.13959 0.47671 0.30490 O.係665O.∞381 0.0“79 0.30574 0.48073 0.14299 O.α>631 

No臼・ 8.= O~ +C ， ぬも + C ， 6官， and 面α=示v ~ + C，面~'+ C.w~' . where C， and C. takes values 
。=24.00838. C，=ー7.42870 for this example. 

8. Conclusions 

Exact closed form series solutions are derived for a regular continuous beam with general 

boundaries.百lederivations紅 ebased on the microapproach where the difference calculus is 

util包ed.百leusefulness of the mod.ification parameters is recognized since the introduction of 

thet紅 ametersenables ones to obtain the closed form solutions elegantly. The displacement 

and rotation solutions for asymmetric loading conditions can be arrived at by combining the 

solutions coπesponding to the symmetric and the anti-symmetric loading conditions given in 

廿由 paper.官邸 approachis adopted herein for a mathematical convenience 0叫y.

The matrix arithmetic given in Eqs. (41) & (44) requires only the matrices with the size 

2 x 2 and the size of the matrices is independent of the number of the supports， which enables 

ones to use even a sma1l calculator. 

百lewalk-through method is shown to be a powerful technique to solve difference 

equations. Since no higher theory is required for the application of this method， it c組 beused 

for practical design purposes.官lebasic concept of也ismethod seems to be similar to the 

method of initial cond.itions (7) and the transfer matrix method (or the reduction 

method). (5) (6) Therefore，也eapplications of出 sme也odwill be similar to those of山

transfer matrix method. As far as the numerical calculations of the example concerned，由is

method yields simpler forms.百lefurther applications of this method will be extended to solve 

other types of discrete systems. 

明日ough血enumerical computations of the examples considered in血ispaper， the 
authors feel也atthe methods proposed here are practical， more accurate and less time 

consuming than methods in use. 

NALIS
長方形
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Appendix: Walk-through Method for Simultaneous Difference Equations. (10) 

A powerful method to solve difference equations is called as “Walk-through Method". 

百legeneral technique for solving simultaneous difference equations is illustrated as folIows; 

Assume simultaneous difference equations in a general form as 

F Ya+GZα=Lα 

H Ya+KZa=Ma 

(Aー 1) 

(A-2) 

which are a set of two simultaneous difference equations in terms of unknown functions， Yα 

andzαF， G， H and K are difference operators of order n 1 ， n3， n4 and n2， respectively. The 

functions， Yα&zα ， are defined加 afinite. interval， 0";:日孟m.百leorders of operaters 

F and H are assumed to be larger than the orders of operaters G and K， respectively 

(i. e. nl >n" n2 >n.) 

Assume a total of“i" initial and “t" terminal boundary conditions. Therefore， the 

number of these boundary conditions is equal to出etotal order of Eqs. (A-l) & (A-2). 

i.e. n = n1 + n2 = i + t.百leboundary conditions are divided as 

i=i1 +i2 and t=t1 +t2 

where i 1 and i2 are the initial values of Yαand Z a related to血ei凶tialboundary 

conditions. Simi1arly， tl and t， correspond to the terminal values. 

The procedures are shown as folIows; 

l. SolveEqs.(A-I)&(A-2)for Ya and Za withthehighestorder. 

From Eqs. (A-I) & (A-2)， one obtains 

Yαφ 刑 =1ムーF'Ya-G'Za 

Za+世 =M;'-H' Ya-K1 Za 

(A - 3) 

(A-4) 

where F'， G'， H' and K' are difference operators of order n 1ー1，n3' n4 and n2一1，

respectively. 

2. Determine particular solutions， Y ~ & Z ~ ， from the folIowing steps 

(a) Assume YI¥ ， Yl¥ +1，…・ Yhl.I 

and Z1'2， Zf2+1， ...... Z::2-1 

(b) obtain the folIowing values from correct initial boundary conditions where i 1 and i2 
conditions are assumed related to the equations， Eqs. (A-l) & (A-2)， respectively. 

Using the assumed values， and the boundary conditions， one obtains n Y!'.…YJ'-l 

and Z{;， Z!'，… ， Zl'ぃ

(c) Use Eqs. (A-3)叩 d(A-4) to find Y~ も and Z ~ ， ， where the values obtained 

from the steps (a) & (b) substituted where αtakes zero 0凶y.

(d) Repeat step (c) increasing each time α by 1 unti1 Y品叩d Z品 are found. 
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3. Detennine homogeneous solutions v~ and Z~ from the following steps where k 

4. 

takes values 1， 2，…， t 

(a) Replace L~ and M ~ by zero in Eqs. (A-3) & (A-4). 

(b) Assume YI'J， n..， -， ÿ~. _ . or也et1 successive values of V: atα=Ln -1. 

Similarly， assume Zf" Zf， +'，…， Z~ 2 - 1 or甘let2 successive 

valuesof Z~ at a=i2-1，where k= 1，2，…・， t. 

(c) Obtain y ~ ， v~ . ・・"vr.-. and Z~. Z~ . ・・"Zfぃ from the homogeneous initial 

boundary conditions where i] and i2 boundary conditions related to 

Eqs. (A-l) & (A-2) are assumed. 

(d) Follow the walk.through prωedures shown in 2(c) until v~ and z品 arefound. 

Write the solutions as the summation of linear combinations of a homogeneous solution 

and an arbitrary constant and the particular solution as 

Ya=L(C. y~ ) + Y:; 
It= I 

Za=L (ぽ~ ) +Z~ 
.司..

(A-5) 

(A-6) 

5. Determine arbitrary constants， C.， from the terminal boundary conditions. 

(a) Substitution of Eqs. (A-5) & (A-6) into the t terminal boundary conditions yields a 

set of simultaneous equations in terms of C.・

(b) Solve the resultant system for the t arbitrary constants，c.， where k= 1，2， ... ， t. 


